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Cooper Cover-Up Exposed 
 

Embargoed Press Release: September 4, 2019 
 
 

Washington, D.C./Seattle, WA/Los Angeles, CA: Newly recovered 
communication records from the Comey Administration appear to 
strongly implicate several of his most senior executives in a year-long 
action to conceal, suppress and fabricate evidence in a notorious case.  
 

The provocative exchanges, involving four of the director’s most 
trusted HQ staff (one at table) and two Seattle Division leaders, began 
between the launches of the Hillary Clinton email investigation and 
Trump’s Russia probe. The subject matter involved a CIA black ops 
pilot who for decades used fake identities to earn 32 criminal titles.  
 

Only one of his old felonies, however, was in FBI jurisdiction. Intel 
sources claim the feds decided in 1980 to let the flyer’s top-secret 
missions go on and that sleeping dog lie. But in 2015, the 35-year-old 
arrangement came back to bite newly minted Comey and company.  

 

That’s when a volunteer cold case team alerted the FBI that it had determined this freelance aviator, 72-year-
old Robert W. Rackstraw, was the missing 1971 outlaw “D.B. Cooper.” Former Assistant Director Tom Fuentes 
was commissioned to study the team’s evidence for three days, and he was impressed, asserting in a recorded 
transcript: “This is just the most outstanding example that I’ve ever seen of a professional investigation… a 
tremendous circumstantial case… very probably is [Cooper]. Personally, I’d give it an 8 or 9 out of ten. Agents 
involved in this [should] sit with you and really start comparing notes.”  
 

Fuentes’ endorsement set off alarm bells on Comey’s 7th floor. His exec staff voided its 5-year collaboration 
with the sleuths, canceled a 2016 meeting to accept their forensic materials (including DNA) and shipped off 
the Cooper file to a locked D.C. archive. Then the senior agents – including the retired AD Fuentes – proceeded 
to down-play, hide and lie about the “tremendous” Rackstraw evidence in the national media.  
 

One of the team’s 13 retired FBI agents – Behavioral Science Unit pioneer Jim Reese – summarized it best: 
“Rule #1 was you don’t embarrass the Bureau. This door-slam was politics, pure and simple.” 
 

*The shunned sleuths won a half-year FOIA fight in federal court for access to the FBI’s Cooper file secrets in 

   2017, then later to Rackstraw’s “death file” (upon passing on 7/9/19). See the investigation’s stunning up- 
   dates in a bulleted time-line: https://dbcooper.com/2019/07/press-release-smoking-gun-robert-w-rackstraw-sr/ 
 

*The FBI email exchanges, interview transcripts, phone logs and names involved in the “door-slam” follow this 

   release (For a fast read, just scan the yellow highlights) 
 
FYI: For rights to FBI pic, contact TimesOfIsrael.com; more on team and award-winning book at DBCooper.com  
CONTACTS: Case Organizer/E.P. Thomas J. Colbert (L.A., CA): 866-778-5669; TColbert@CommStatim.com    

          Media Manager/Atty. Michael London (Beverly Hills, CA): 310-474-0577; LonBiz@AOL.com  

R to L: Director Comey, Andrew McCabe 

& Mike Kortan in a 3/3/17 photo; within 

a year, all 3 are ousted from the Bureau.   

https://dbcooper.com/2019/07/press-release-smoking-gun-robert-w-rackstraw-sr/
mailto:TColbert@CommStatim.com
mailto:LonBiz@AOL.com
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DOCUMENTING FBI’S RACKSTRAW COVER-UP 
 
          – See the Time-Lined Source Materials & Recorded Details – 

                     (E.P. Thomas J. Colbert; Updated 11/1/19) 
 

 
 

FBI’s 3 Media Blackout Attempts (After Rackstraw became a suspect in 1978) 
 

2/3/79 (Six FBI Agents leak the Rackstraw truth): 
Please read “Cover-Up Blowback?” box at left. FYI: 
Forty years after this forgotten G-man insurrection, 
three former brass from military intelligence (One 
with old docs) separately reached out to TJC’s 
team. The tipsters revealed Cooper-Rackstraw got a 
1980 FBI get-out-of-jail card for his return to CIA 
contract flying – just like he did before and after the 
1971 Cooper jump (In Vietnam and Laos). More 
about these three military-intel vets is on page 13. 

 
3/2/79 (FBI tries to stop 2 
network news sit-downs): 
With latest local charge, 
Rackstraw learns he may 
receive 10 years in state 
prison – a system where 
he fears for his life. When 

FBI refuses to transfer him to a plush “federal pen,” 
Stockton suspect tries to apply pressure by going on 
national TV. But his phone call to NBC's Western 
News Bureau is forwarded to its Los Angeles local 
station editor, Pete Noyes, who hears his odd “I’m 
Cooper” claim. When newsman calls local FBI for its 
thoughts, Agent Roger “Frenchy” LaJeunesse tries 

to convince NBC not to do Rackstraw interview: “This guy’s a con man, he’s not D.B. Cooper.” Noyes ignores 
FBI and heads to first of 2 sit-downs with prisoner. FYI: In book; ‘79 videos/transcripts are available. 

 
11/3/79 (FBI tries to stop another network interview): Eight months after 
ignoring the agency’s advice, Noyes is again asked by FBI to kill an NBC exclusive 
– this involving the (unrelated) breaking Iran Hostage Crisis. Through the LAPD, 
the local editor had learned the only civilian among the held embassy staff is 
a convicted drug dealer and counterfeiter, “visiting” from Los Angeles. FYI: 
Noyes’s 3/5/19 email quote for background: “The feds went crazy and put 
pressure on us not to run story. NBC Legal agreed, we didn’t run [it].” 
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2/28/12: 32 years later, documentarian Thomas J. Colbert (TJC) is quietly tipped to new Rackstraw evidence 
and he approaches the FBI through a D.C.-based lawyer. After studying his cold case proposal, senior Bureau 
attorney Katherine Schweit phones about a potential alliance: “I feel positive about this.” Ten days later, 
Schweit emails (below) that such evidentiary partnerships “need to be negotiated at the HQ (Headquarters) 
level.” She then refers TJC to Seattle Cooper case agent Curtis Eng with “hope” he can help “solve this crime.” 

 
 
8/15/12: A few months after TJC 
traveled to Seattle Division, he shared 
samples of new Rackstraw evidence – 
including a requested DOD archive 
“Army photo,” unknown to the FBI.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Then the exec offices in D.C. email TJC 
and wife Dawna a collaboration 
understanding (Email below). 
 

 
The couple commences to discretely 
organize, fund and deploy a 40-
member volunteer cold case team 
which is spear-headed by 13 former 
special agents. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

     

Experts see “9 points of match”  
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5/21/13: When San Diegan Rackstraw ignores six months of TJC’s phone 
calls and emails for an interview, the organizer dispatches an armed 
surveillance team of former FBI agents and a camera crew to confront 
the suspect. In a parking lot next to his Coronado Bay boat shop, they 
find him hiding in a hot shipping container for more than an hour. 
 
The frustrated Rackstraw finally exits and goes toe to toe with the media 
crew while visiting a co-worker’s boat assignments.  At one point in the 
two-hour ordeal, TJC’s reporter (Left) tells Rackstraw the world simply 
wants to hear his Cooper story. 
 

Target smirks, “Sure they would. So would the FBI and the secret [John Doe] indictment in Washington, D.C.” 
  

The exhausted ex-felon then heads to a car and prepares to drive off. But 
TJC’s reporter request for “one last question” brought his window down: 
“Why are you so evasive about what should be a simple thing to say?” 
 
“Because you guys would make such a big deal out of it.” 

FYI: Anonymous tipsters in Hollywood informed TJC in 2018 of secret 
face-to-face negotiations ongoing for Rackstraw’s Cooper rights (Two 
quoted exchanges below). But the subject called the talks off because of 
his decades-long fear of the feds’ aforementioned “secret indictment”:  
 

1) A moviemaker’s attorney told him: “Don’t worry about the John Doe indictment, nobody cares.” 
Rackstraw: “Well, then you go do some prison time! Do you think I haven’t read everything about John Doe?” 
 
2) Another producer’s lawyer said there is “no deal” unless he can provide direct evidence he’s the daredevil. 
Rackstraw: “You really think I’d admit it, with a John Doe indictment with a death penalty attached?” 
 
 

9/4/13: When 12-year FBI Director Robert Mueller retires, 
James Comey (Far-left) is chosen to take over. POTUS 
Obama is there for his pick’s first day ceremony outside of 
Bureau Headquarters. 
 
 
8/25/15: Director Ted Skillman (Next page), hired by 
History Channel to shepherd a documentary on TJC’s cold 
case hunt, sends TJC an email copy of his “FBI request 
letter.” It’s headed to Comey’s 7th floor offices with the 
confidence those “at the HQ level” would agree to 
participate in the show.  
 

Skillman then asks TJC for his “itemized list” of all the new Rackstraw evidence, but the director says he isn’t 
sharing it with the feds just yet.  
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FYI: Skillman’s key letter request to Headquarters: “In order to make the best 
possible show with the greatest possible impact, we’re asking the FBI for 
cooperation and assistance in the following areas: 1. Approaching current and 
former agents about appearing in the program…” 
 
Skillman later told TJC that one of the first questions the agency asked him on the 
phone: “Is Tom Colbert involved in this?” FYI:  It was a shrewd way for FBI to quickly 
ascertain if Rackstraw was a player in the coming History production. 

 
 

10/17/15: After studying team’s evidence for 3 days, former FBI Asst. Dir. Tom Fuentes – an agency liaison & 
hired TV analyst – gives TJC and cameras a glowing review (below). FYI: These quotes are cut from 2016 show. 
 

 
 

11/4/15: Fuentes emails TJC that History Channel Director “Ted has been negotiating with Angela [Bell, the 
Department of Justice media chief] and Seattle office regarding interviews with several agents” on camera. 

  
Then Fuentes unexpectedly pulls back his 
personal offer to assist TJC – ending note: “I 
think it’s best to let them try to work it out.” 
 
 
12/2/15: History Channel’s show partner, 
LMNO EP Eric Schotz, made it clear he was 
eager to break TJC’s case. For example, he 
emailed the idea of taking all the TJC’s 
evidence directly to the FBI, in exchange for 
the TV “exclusive rights to bust” (7/21/14); 
later, he pushed the team for the latest 
“proof” of “solid evidence” (10/8/15).  

              
 

A week later, D.C.-based Fuentes 
reports back on phone that Director 
Comey’s senior execs have stated: 
“Rackstraw will be looked at again.” 
For proof, the liaison refers TJC to 
HQ’s media chief, Asst. Director 
Mike Kortan (TJC confirms Fuentes’ 
referral in later email, below-left).   
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But after sensing a lull in Schotz’ passion, TJC comes in today (12/2/15) for a tense meeting at the show-
partner’s Los Angeles office, with Dir. Skillman attending. TJC asks when his team is going to Seattle Division to 
begin “comparing notes” with Cooper case agent Eng, as Fuentes had advocated on video, 10 weeks earlier. 
Schotz and Skillman promise TJC his sleuths will get their Seattle evidentiary rendezvous, and it’ll all unfold “on 
camera.” But both firmly warn TJC not to approach the feds during their ongoing show negotiations.  
 
 
12/31/15 to 1/4/16: When TJC asks for a status on the talks a month later, exasperated Dir. Skillman writes 
that they “keep getting dragged out with the FBI.”  A follow-up email (below) offers no New Year’s relief. 
 

 
 
4/7/16: At half-year mark, Comey’s 7th floor execs and the DOJ finally secure a History show partnership, and 
very much to their advantage. Sadly, only two program staffers are invited to Seattle Division: the show’s two 
co-hosts. Fuentes and Dir. Skillman, meanwhile, start backpedaling on their promises to TJC and team (Below). 
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4/15/16: With L.A. cameras rolling again on LMNO’s “war room” set, FBI liaison 
Fuentes (Left) – now stone-faced – and his co-host Billy Jensen return to brief 
TJC on their recorded Seattle Division interviews. Fuentes first reveals he was 
given no access to the FBI’s Cooper case file; agents just handed him a one-
page “summary” on Rackstraw and nine others on former suspects. FYI: During 
the six-month FBI negotiations, the program was quietly expanded to four 
hours to accommodate the other cleared men (Only one being alive). 
 
Fuentes then stuns the notetaking TJC: Comey’s executives just voided their 5-
year alliance and officially closed the 1971 Cooper investigation. And because 

case agent Eng said the FBI was “no longer accepting circumstantial evidence,” the Bureau won’t take custody 
of the team’s Rackstraw materials. FYI: Important to note that Headquarters’ original collaboration agreement 
(page 3) states it would accept “any” evidence – the whole basis for this massive volunteer effort.  
 
Fuentes also flip-flops: He now claims Rackstraw isn’t Cooper because: 1) Eng said there is a “secret” alibi (on 
next page); 2) Rackstraw’s prints weren’t found on jet; 3) attendant who sat next to Cooper, Tina Mucklow, 
looked at Rackstraw’s photo and said “I don’t think so.” FYI: Team found Fuentes’ three reasons to all be false 
(Thoroughly documented in chapter 20 of team’s award-winning book, THE LAST MASTER OUTLAW). 

 
 
4/19/16: LMNO EP Schotz (left) sends TJC a smoking-gun email (below) that clarifies exactly 
what the FBI’s behind-doors negotiations were about: Schotz admits that he and History 
Channel had quietly turned TJC’s evidentiary hunt for Rackstraw into a simple “review and 
presentation” show about all the Cooper candidates over the decades. The reason for the 
about-face:  agents had “made it clear” they wouldn’t accept any of the team’s hard work. 

 
7/10 & 7/11/16: Three months 
later, Schotz’ softball show 
unfolds over two nights on 
History Channel. And TJC’s team 
notes that its strongest 18 
pieces of Rackstraw evidence 
were all edited out, including 
these 7: A “significant” match of 
three alleles in the San Diegan’s 
recovered DNA; a taunting “D.B. 
Cooper” letter trail, starting 
near his remote CA mountain 
hideaway; he gave two earlier 
alibis (next page) to his family 
(1971) and a cop (1978); two 
1972 articles confirm personal 
accounts of 15 Oregon 
witnesses to a Rackstraw look-

alike grifter who happened to vanish day before hijack; his skydiving mentor, Uncle Ed Cooper; ex-lover on 
two unrelated crime escapes that gave up his Cooper identity – on tape transcript; and Rackstraw-Cooper 
hand-printing “similarities.” FYI: See all 18 items cut from the program: https://dbcooper.com/evidence/ 

https://dbcooper.com/evidence/
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Rackstraw’s 3 Suspicious Hijacker Alibis (1978-79) 

 
 

    
 
 
The cold case team dug up Rackstraw’s two earlier cover stories (above) and easily discredited them. But 
when Cooper case agent Eng claimed in 2016 the FBI had later cleared him through a “secret” 3rd alibi (below), 
TJC’s old G-men didn’t buy it. As one put it, “No lawman would give a two-time liar a third chance at an alibi.”   
 
With the 2019 release of these three certified records, our retired agents’ doubts about the 3rd one were 
validated. One of its five anomalies, however, appears to have come from the Bureau itself (below-left). 
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7/13/16: Seattle case agent Eng and Agent in Charge Frank Montoya (top-left) lied on camera about accepting 
the team’s evidence and finding it had “nothing new” to offer (Truth is at 4/15/16 time-line). To counter the 
falsehood, the Colberts (center) hold an L.A. news conference today where they announce an FOIA request for 
full access to the Cooper file. When ignored, TJC and team members sue Comey’s FBI on 9/8/16 (right) in D.C. 
FYI: This FBI deception wasn’t aimed at the team, but History Channel’s viewers and national news audiences. 

 
1/31/17: When TJC’s team wins a half-year federal court fight for access 
to the Cooper case file, Comey’s senior executives (left) order a massive 
redaction of key details in the file’s 71,000 pages – including the names of 
old streets, towns, airstrips, landmarks, dead witnesses and field agents, 
even the hijacker’s alias “D.B. Cooper.”  
 
FYI: These extreme monthly purges are costing taxpayers an estimated $6 
figures a year; at the present pace, it will take 11 years ($7 figures) to 
whiteout the full 1971 file. (FBI photo copyright: TimesOfIsrael.com). 

 
Within a year, Comey and these two senior staff – Andrew McCabe and 

Mike Kortan (Fuentes’ 2015 referral to TJC) – are ousted by the Trump administration; Seattle Division’s Eng 
and Montoya (top-left) also quietly retire. See FBI’s alleged FOIA obstruction of evidence samples (pgs. 2-3) at: 
https://dbcooper.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/09/DBC-Media-Release-FOIA-Results-Redacts-3-30-17.pdf  
 

 
9/9/16: GOOD MORNING AMERICA reporter Adrienne Bankert calls TJC on his flight home from Beltway FOIA 
news conference and requests he directly come to ABC News studios in Burbank, CA, for an evening interview 
on his filed Cooper suit. But before dawn, broadcast package is inexplicably shelved. 
 

 
 
 

                

 

This is the 1st of 3 
national stories 
on Rackstraw that 
were scheduled 
for air time – only 
to be, hours later, 
abruptly killed.     
 

https://dbcooper.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/09/DBC-Media-Release-FOIA-Results-Redacts-3-30-17.pdf
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5/9/17: Three months after Comey’s firing, Christopher J. Wray is sworn in as the new FBI director. 
 

          
 

 8/12/17: Doc EP Eric Schotz emailed that FBI would “only talk” if physical evidence is found – like this alleged 
parachute (Above).  After being tipped to Cooper’s suspected ‘71 burial site in remote Washington State (Ten 
miles from nearest home), the team gave the agency five dug-up materials, landowner’s name to the remote 
CSI location, and contacts to jumper’s three supposed getaway partners. After TJC brought the first buried 
evidence (Below-right) to his local FBI, an email arrives; it was the last the team heard from the agency.  
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11/6/17: After three long months of FBI silence, the Colberts asked their attorney to send 
Director Wray a no-bones letter… which receives a canned response (On 2nd page). 
 

 

 

Page 1 
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12/6/17 to 4/3/18: Team cracks Army-coded messages in 6 taunting “Cooper” letters, which experts say could 
only have come from Rackstraw (3 decoded samples on p. 14). FYI: In Letter #2, the encrypted writer boasted 
to getaway partners about his CIA link (Before and after the hijacking). Retired intel brass approached in 2018 
and confirmed his black-ops past, claiming it was the reason for FBI’s hijack cover-up. Their quotes follow. 

Page 2 
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QUOTES ON RACKSTRAW’S CIA BACKGROUND 
(Contacts for three photographed sources are available) 

 
 
 

 
LTC Ken Overturf (Ret.; CO) is Rackstraw’s former Vietnam 
commander in the top-secret intelligence group, Project Left 
Bank. But after “Rack” was booted from the elite Army 
helicopter unit in 1970, he discreetly approached the CIA. 
From team’s award-winning book: 
 
“The CIA guy used to come into the [Army 1st Cavalry] 
company area every now and then,” Warrant Officer Wayne 
Olmstead (Ret.) said, “and Rack used to hang out with him in 

our Officers’ Club.” 
 
“Rack started going out with the guy for days at a time,” added Overturf, who saw two of their jungle 
departures in a [stolen commander’s] Jeep, “loaded with weapons, ammo and explosives.”  
 
 

 
Army ASA / Project Left Bank Code-
breaker Rick Sherwood (NCO Ret.; 
IN): His Quote: “My veteran source read 
TJC’s January 4th, 2018 press release to 
a high-intel military friend who had a job 
to know details about all this. The military 
friend stated, ‘Everything you read to me 
is true’ regarding Rackstraw’s Cooper 

identity, along with his CIA freelance work during Vietnam and into the 1980s. But the military friend 
also warned he couldn’t talk about ‘all I have and know about it.’” FYI: The referenced Press Release: 
 

https://dbcooper.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/01/DBC-Media-Release-2-Cooper-Letter-5-Code-Cracked-1-4-18.pdf  
 
 

 
Jim Christy (Ret.; WA, D.C.) was the 
Director of Cyber Crime Investigation & 
Information Warfare for the U.S. Air Force 
Office of Special Investigations (AFOSI); 
prior to that, the Operations Director of the 
Defense Computer Forensics Lab (DC3).  
 
His quote: "A source with long history in the 

intelligence community told me Rackstraw was a contracted CIA pilot for years during the Iran-Contra 
Affair, and they knew he was D.B. Cooper."   
 

## 
 

   

    

   

https://dbcooper.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/01/DBC-Media-Release-2-Cooper-Letter-5-Code-Cracked-1-4-18.pdf
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2/1/18: Outside FBI HQ, TJC and several cold case members proclaim to news 
media that the seven-year hunt is over and the team is being disbanded. The 
organizer reveals the Army-coded messages firmly point at Rackstraw, adding: 
“The FBI has been covering up, stone-walling and flat-out lying” about why he 
got a get-out-of-jail card: for a return to his freelance CIA work (during the 
Iran-Contra Affair). NBC News (Cameraman is in cap at right) joined the TV 
affiliates, but network’s story died (2nd of the 3 Rackstraw packages killed).  
 
FYI: For two years, the “bombshell” historical updates on Rackstraw-Cooper 

saturated local news markets (70 stories), along with 15 features in Canada, Asia and Europe. But NOT ONE of 
the 10 breaking releases appeared on America’s TV networks, in 3 Newspapers of Record or on the AP wire. 
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FYI (contd.): In addition, eight “excited” TV documentary companies approached about doing a second Cooper 
special with TJC. But after initial collaboration meetings, sharing the mounds of new evidence and hearing 
various oral commitments, each of these likely show partners strangely backed out.  
 

Did the Comey Administration’s Rackstraw cover-up actions – at play in the 2016 Cooper History Channel 
show and the ongoing FOIA redactions (Pages 4-9) – also include a suppression of U.S. national coverage?  
 
 

8/8/18: To road-test this blackout theory, TJC gives the secret to all the letter codes to one local reporter at 
Chicago’s CBS (O&O) station, WBBM. The team organizer knew from his CBS news and Paramount days that 
hungry networks often monitor rivals’ satellite/internet feeds for exclusives just like this in flyover country. 

 
NBC News is first to bite; a Peacock editor verifies the 
Chicago story’s details and approves a guest travel 
budget. Two weeks later, TJC’s briefed Army code-
breaker, Rick Sherwood (Near-left), receives a TODAY 
SHOW call on behalf of its star, Craig Melvin. The 
anchor wants the veteran in New York, ASAP.  
 

Sherwood hadn’t been on a jet since Vietnam, but 
seven days later, he leaves his Indiana cornfields for a 

limo and plane ride “for the team.” Fifty years after his three top secret tours of duty, the renowned NSA 
analyst still retains 11 of his old cryptography codes. And Rick’s memory and word-per-word recall of this two-
day NBC media mission is both crystal clear and eye-opening. 
 

The Manhattan news studio he walked into on 8/29/18 had three cameras set up, surrounding two face-to-
face chairs. Craig Melvin was standing, holding out a hand. “So, you’re the infamous Rick Sherwood. I’ve seen 
you on the TV. That [Local Chicago CBS code] story was good, but this one is going to be better.”  
 

1st hour on camera is about Sherwood’s history, Rackstraw and encryptions. For 2nd hour, they set up a table 
to reveal the unmasking of the Cooper letters. Sherwood intros his old calculator, “Fred” – chuckling Melvin 
took it, saying he’d like to do the math. Cameras zoom in for the Rackstraw revelations. But at one point, the 
host gets serious: “I know they closed the case. Unless you guys come up with the money or parachute…” 
 

The codebreaker raises his hand to stop Melvin. “Craig, we dug [the parachute] up a year ago, this month.” 
 

The host freezes. “Whaaat?” 
 

“We gave it to the FBI,” Sherwood said. 
 

Melvin leans forward. “Well, what’d they say?” 
 

“Absolutely nothing.” 
 

“Whaaaaaat?” said the excited host. “I’m having an ‘a-hah!’ moment!” 
 

The departing Sherwood is left with the impression that NBC’s next questions were for the FBI – and at the 
network level, that’s required.  But as TJC feared, this became the third Rackstraw story inexplicitly shelved.  
 
FYI: “Our story made local and national news around the globe,” TJC noted, “but the only major media market 
we couldn’t crack was here, in the FBI’s jurisdiction? None of us can think of a rational explanation for that.”  
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So, to review: When you consider…  
 

-- Six frustrated FBI special agents told newspapers in 1979 that the clearing of new suspect Rackstraw was wrong 

 
-- The FBI accepted a suspicious third alibi from Rackstraw, in that same month 

 
-- The FBI tried to stop two network stories on Rackstraw from airing, in that same month 
 

 

That could explain… 
 

-- Why, when told in a 2013 video ambush that the public still wanted to hear his Cooper story, he stated: 
    “Sure, they would. So would the FBI and the secret [John Doe] indictment in Washington, D.C.”  
 
-- Why Rackstraw rejected a 2015 five-figure fee from a TV doc & 2018 seven-figure deals from moviemakers  
 
-- Why three new network stories on Rackstraw (In 2016 & 2018) were shot, edited and scheduled, but 
    then all quietly killed 
 
-- Why not one of the ten 2017-18 press releases requested by the USA’s five broadcast networks, cable 
    outlets, Newspapers of Record and AP Wire made it to national news 
 
-- Why millennial agents in 2017 oddly redacted the typed “DB Cooper” prefixes in 45-year-old FBI case 
    memos, including five (below-left) in Bureau Founder J. Edgar Hoover’s own office letter 
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